
LIFESTYLE

1

What is the name of this diamond pattern, originally a

 Scottish tartan? Today it is a popular design for socks 

and sweaters.

2

First name Bristol, what is the family name of this young

 woman, who in 2010 came third in the US version of 

Dancing With the Stars ? Her fame is first and foremost 

because of her family relationship to a politician.

3
From Italian for "bartender" what expression is used about a coffee-house 

employee who prepares and serves espresso-based coffee drinks?

4 What is the name for the blood vessels that carry blood towards the heart?

5

Named after the city not far from Amsterdam, what is this 

Dutch cheese called? It is exported packed in a distinctive 

red wax, while in the Netherlands the wax to a large extent 

retain the yellow colour.

6
Which term about the process of removing sediments in a wine by gently 

pouring it between two containers, usually from the wine bottle into a carafe?

7
What originally French word starting with B, is a term for fake jewelry or 

fashion jewels?

8 What are roti, kneip and focaccia examples of?

9

What is the term of name of a syllable or word, orginally a sacred verse in the 

vedic tradition? Used in meditation, it is repeated again and again together 

with breathing exercises to obtain relaxation.

10
Named after a country in Central America, what is a hat

 like this worn by Harry Truman called?

11

What is the name of this toy line, manufactured by the 

German company Brandstätter since 1975? It has often 

been considered a alternative to LEGO?

12
Owned by News Corporation, what is the name of the first newspaper 

published only for the iPad?  

13

What is the name or title for the Indian text attributed to Vātsyāyana, which 

in rich detail describes human sexuality? Originally written in Sanskrit, the 

English translation from the 1880s was by the explorer Richard Burton.

14

Which fashion designer is in particular known for designing 

the professional and personal wardrobe of Audrey Hepburn, 

among others for the film Sabrina  that won the Oscar for best 

costume design in 1954, without the fashion designer 

receiving any credits?



15

What is the name for the traditional Japanese female professonials,  who do 

not provide sexual services, but entertainment through song, music and 

conversation?

16

HeLa cells are among the oldest and most widely used cell cultures, 

particularly in cancer research. They are named after the woman who the cell 

sample was originally taken from, who died of cancer in 1951. In 2010 the 

book about her was published, The Immortal Life of ....  - And then her name?

17

What’s the name of this comic strip created by Bryan Lee 

O'Malley about a 23-year-old Canadian slacker and part-

time musician from Toronto who plays bass guitar in the 

band Sex Bob-OMB? Both a film and a video game about 

him was launched simultaneously in 2010, the former with 

Michael Cera in the lead role.

18
What is the name for these breeches or pants, which we 

also find in the name of a basketball club in the NBA?

19

What is the name of the US manufacturer using this logo? 

Its founder being an  inductee in the (possibly) prestigious 

Cutlery Hall of Fame, the company is k nownfor its line of 

multitools, folding knives and LED torches. 

The company was founded in 1983.

20 What kind of products are Bernina, Janome, Merrow and Pfaff?

21
What virus causes kissing disease/infectious mononucleosis, named after the 

two who discovered the virus?

22

What is the name of this toy line of "battle spinning tops", 

which have sold over a 100 million since introduced in the 

early 2000s? Its name derives from a Japanese manga and 

anime series.

23
What Spanish clothing store chain shares it name with a fruit, and has over 

1500 outlets in over 100 countries?

24
What is the name of the crochet technique pictured here, 

where you create strips of yarn and put these together?

25

Who is this model, that was on the cover of Sports 

Illustrated's Swimsuit Issue in 2010, and is married 

to the American tennis player Andy Roddick?

26
Known for its AntiVirus, Utilities, Internet Security software, what is the brand 

name of these anti-malware programs, distributed by Symantec?



27

Using Google's supercomputers researchers in 2010 tested 43 252 003 274 

489 856 000 possibilities concerning an object that has sold more than 350 

million copies worldwide and found that the so-called "God's number" was 

20. Which object was examined?

28

For which brand name has this man figured in several 

commercials in 2010? With the slogan "The Man Your 

Man Could Smell Like", the videos became YouTube 

hits, and have been viewed by tens of millions.

29

From Latin for "lightness", what name is given to the process by which an 

object is suspended by a physical force against gravity, in a stable position 

without solid physical contact?

30

Named after the French chef who founded it in 1987, what is the name of the 

bi-annual competition and "culinary olympics" which takes place in Lyon, and 

is considered as perhaps the most prestigious cooking competition in the 

world?

31

With the latin name Cyanara scolymus, what edible plant is the predominant 

ingredient in the Italian apéritif Cynar? Not a common ingredient in drinks, it 

is pictured on the label and provides its name.

32

Which US company has this logo, and is the world's largest shirt 

manufacturer? They own brands like Tommy Hilfiger, 

Calvin Klein and Arrow.

33

What colour could be put in front of "children" to get a pseudo-scientific label 

that describes children claimed to have special, unusual and/or supernatural 

qualities or abilities? The idea is based on a New Age concept developed in 

the 1970s by Nancy Ann Drain.

34

Known as Burger King all over the world except in Australia, where another 

chain had the BK name trademarked, what is the official name of Burger King 

in Australia?

35

From "this year" in German as spoken in Austria, what name is used for 

licensed wine-taverns in eastern Austria where wine-growers serve the most 

recent year's wine?

36

What was the brand name of the phonograph produced with a wooden 

cabinet and sold in large volumes from 1906 to the 1920s? It came in a large 

number of different models, the most expensive being Chippendale cabinets 

with gold details. The brand was the most popular in this period, and 

turntables were manufactured under this name up until the 1970s.

37

What is the name of the Indian non-governmental organization with about 

100,000 members that aims to promote scientific scepticism and criticism to 

supernatural claims? The association was founded in 1949 with Dr RP 

Paranjpye as its first president. The association is known by its three letter 

abbreviation that in the West gives a completely different association.

38

What was the name of the American surgeon who in the early 1900s 

developed a cancer vaccine, based on provoking a immunity response 

towards certain forms of bacteria? Lack of clinical trial results and the 

introduction of radiation therapy resulted in the programs cancellation. 



39

In the 1990’s dancer and coreographer Alberto Perez created a fitness 

program based on dance. The fitness program combines Latin American and 

international music with dance in an attempt to make exercise fun. Used in 

60000 fitness centers in 105 countries, what is the name of this dance fitness 

program?

40

What is the name for this "pubic wig"? Often used by 

Hollywood actors during breaks from nude scenes, to 

avoid having to be completely naked. The name is 

sometimes used in inside-jokes, and the president in 

the movie "Dr Strangelove" had this as his first name.

PHYSICAL WORLD

1

What is the name of this evergreen tree, mainly growing 

in Lebanon (where it is the national tree), Syria and 

parts of Turkey?

2 What sea connects the Black Sea with the Aegean Sea?

3

Which rock, which primarily exists in China, Burma and 

Central America, is pictured here? Earlier used for weapons, 

it is now often used as gemstones. It comes in many colours, 

most commonly green and orange.

4
Which Greek letter can be put in front of the “radiation” to get a radiation 

consisting of electrons and antineutrinos?

5

In which country is Lake Van, one of the world's 20 largest 

by volume? The cat breed Van is originally from the area 

near the lake.

6
Who, in the work Astronomia Nova  published in 1609, concluded that planets 

orbit in ellipses?

7 Who was the first person to win two Nobel prizes?

8
What chemical element must be present for a chemical compound to be 

called organic ?

9
Which gem made to resemble a specific beetle was sacred to the ancient 

Egyptians, and was associated with the god Khepri?

10
How many "arms" does a snow flake always posess, because of the crystalline 

structure of ice?

11

With a Japanese word, what is the name for large wave trains, caused by a 

large displacement of water, such as an underwater earthquake or landslides? 

Such a wave hit Japan in March 2011.

12

What informal name is given to this frog, discovered in the 

Foja mountains of Papua New Guinea by Conservation 

International and the National Geographic Society on an 

expedition in 2008? The frog is named for its unusual nose, 

which for reasons unknown can be enlarged.

13 In genetics, what is the opposite of dominance, as in a "dominant" gene?



14

What is the name of this monkey with the Latin name 

Leontopithecus rosalia ? They live in the rainforest of 

Brazil, weigh about 700 grams and are about 40 cm long.

15
What flowering genus plant is the national symbol of Japan, 

and is part of the emporial seal?

16 Which record was set in Al 'Aziziyah, Libya, September 13 1922?

17
On which of the seven continents (Asia, Africa, Antarctica, Australia, Europe, 

North-America or South America) can you find electric eels in the wild?

18

What theorem, first conjectured in 1637 but not proven until 1995, states that 

no three positive integers x, y, and z can satisfy the equation xn + yn = zn for 

any integer value of n greater than two. 

19
To what order of mammals does Dyacopterus spadiceus  belong, the only 

known animal with natural occurrence of paternal lactation.

20

What is the name of this man, who despite of suffering from a 

motor neurone disease that has left him paralysed, have made 

significant contributions to theoretical physics? From 1979 to 

2009 he was Lucasian Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge.

21

What family of bonefish comprising 1300 species in the order perciformes , of 

which most can be found in fresh water? Especially diverse in the African lakes 

Victoria, Malawi and Tanganyiaka, with over a 100 species found.

22

Under Taliban rule the crops were reduced to almost nothing; but today 

Afganistan is back on top as the world's largest producer of what plant, with 

90% of world production?

23

Named after a gravel pit in East Sussex, what were the fossilised remains of a 

skull and jawbone found in 1912 called, which is considered one of the biggest 

scams in anthropological history? At the time a sensation and evidence for an 

early hominid, the forgery was exposed in 1953, when it was established that 

the bones belonged to an orangutan and other animals.

24

Which element was first discovered by Jules Janssen and Norman Lockyer, 

who both observed an unknown spectral line in the sun during a solar eclipse 

in 1868?

25

What is the name of the place in Russia where on June 30th 1908 an explosion 

took place, probably caused by a meterorite, so powerful it was comparable 

to the energy level of 1000 Hiroshima atomic bombs? An estimate 80 million 

trees were knocked over from the blast.



26

Which Ukrainian biologist, who rejected Gregor Mendel's genetic theories, 

completely dominated Soviet agricultural research from the 1920s until the 

1960s to a large extent with disastrous results for both for the agricultural 

production and biological research?

27
Which country has the world's longest coastline, nearly four times as long as 

the next country on the list?

28

What term or word was probably first used by the German philosopher 

Magnus Hundt in 1501? As a subject it was introduced into the US by Franz 

Boas, while Marcel Mauss is considered the founder of the French school.

29
What is the name of this colourful bird of the 

genus Rupicola , the national bird of Peru?

30

What element with atomic number of 46 is, like platinum especially well 

suited as a catalyst to build up complex organic compounds? The 2010 Nobel 

Prize in Chemistry was awarded for such a method where the element we ask 

for was included.

31

What is the name of this salamander species, latin 

name Cryptobranchus alleganiensis? Endemic to 

the USA, it is the third largest in the world, which 

might have received its terrifying name because 

it at one time scared settlers, but is in fact quite 

harmless.

32

What is the name of the first geological Eon? It lasted from the Earth's 

formation about 4.6 billion years ago until around 3.8-3.6 billion years ago, 

and was followed by the Archean eon.

33

What name is given to the fractals shown to the right, one of 

the earliest fractal curves to have been described? It is named

 after a Swedish mathematician who mentioned them in an 

article published in 1904.

34

One of the strangest creatures discovered in 2010 has received the latin name 

Tyrannobdella rex, a homage to a well-known extinct dinosaur. Named T.Rex 

by scientists because of its disproportionally large teeth, five times largers 

than related species. What type or class of animal does it belong to?

35

What was the name of the Russian woman who under Karl Weierstrass' 

tutelage presented 3 mathematical treatises in 1874, one of which related to 

partial differential equations, which earned her a doctorate in mathematics, 

the first woman in Europe to hold the degree? She failed to secure a 

professorship until 1889, in Stockholm, where she died two years later of 

influeza, at the age of 41.

36

Which chemical element was controversially named in 1997 after a scientist, 

the objection being that the man in question was still alive at the time? It was 

subsequently pointed out that Einstein and Fermi was also both alive when 

einsteinium and fermium was proposed named.



37

What is the name of this space shuttle, the Soviet answer 

to the American Space Shuttle program? Named after the 

Russian word for blizzard, it made one unmanned journey 

into space in 1988 before the program was cancelled.

38

In probability theory, who has given name to the theorem of conditional 

probability? It shows how to determine inverse probabilities, like for instance: 

knowing the conditional probability of A given B, what is the conditional 

probability of B given A; and is named after an English mathematician who 

lived from c.1702 - 1761.

39

On which island nation is Jellyfish lake? A lake about 450 meters long, it is 

known for its many millions of jellyfish migrating daily over the lake in regular 

patterns, coinciding with plankton and bacteria absorbinng sun light.

40

What is the name of the highest mountain in Bhutan, by 

many considered to be the highest unclimbed mountain 

in the world?

SPORT AND LEISURE

1
If the score is tied after both regular time and extra time in a World Cup 

football match, in what manner is the match decided?

2
An alpine skiing trail is also called a piste, but what other olympic sport also 

takes place on a piste?

3
How many balls is the pool game 8-ball played with, in addition to the cue 

ball?

4

In athletics: Who won the women’s 100 meters and 200 meters at both the 

European Championship in 1990 and World Championship in 1991? She then 

tested positive for performance enhancing drugs prior to the 1992 Olympic 

Games.

5

Who is this Mexican golf player that won 2 majors, and was 

ranked as the womens world number 1 from 2007 until she 

retired in 2010? 

6

He was named as the most valuable player in NBA for the 

2008/09 and 2009/10 seasons, and a member of the USA 

gold winning team at 2008 Olympic Games. Who is this 

player that signed to play for the Miami Heat ahead of 

this season?

7

At the 2008 Olympic Games, two countries combined won all four gold 

medals awarded in volleyball. One of them was USA, that faced which other 

country in 3 of the 4 finals?

8 What sporting equipment was called Snurfer in its earliest editions?



9
What is the name of this football player, that scored 

the only goal at the World Cup final in  2010?

10

What is the name for the undergarment with a support pouch protecting the 

male genitalia? Especially favoured by martial artists, but also by athletes in 

sports with physical contact.

11

Which Soviet gymnast won three gold medals in the Olympics 

in 1976 and two in 1980? She was the first woman in Olympic 

history to earn a perfect 10 score on the vault as well as 

the floor exercise. She was also the first woman to perform

 a double back salto in the floor routine.

12

What action-adventure game, where the game's story takes place in the year 

1911 during the decline of the American Old West, was released in 2010 by 

Rockstar Games for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3? The game follows John 

Marston, a former outlaw, while he sets out to hunt down his former gang 

members in order to save his family.

13

What is the name of this tennis player, ranked number 1 

in the world in April 2009? Having been runner-up in three

 Major tournaments but never winning, she has since 

suffered a spectacular fall in the rankings, only no 108 

in the world as of March 2011.

14

What kind of equipment is necesssary to perform a "Double Dutch"? This 

form of game, sport or exercise is especially popular in American schools, but 

is being practised all over the world

15

In which racing sport are robot jockeys increasingly being

 used, after the traditional children jockeys were banned

 in the early 2000s?

16

What thing, which is an integrated part of something larger, is partioned into 

several different and overlapping sectors, some of which are called Orphelins, 

Jeu zéro, Voisins de zéro and Le tiers du cylindre?

17
Name one of the two countries where the Dakar rally has taken place the past 

three years?

18

What is the name of the Finnish long distance runner, who won olympic golds 

on both 5000 and 10.000 meter in both 1972 and 1976? In 1972 he even set a 

world record on the longest distance, after suffering a fall during the race.

19

A product used in an Olympic event, what did George Nissen and Larry 

Griswold make the first modern version of in 1936? Currently the brand Ross 

is the one widely used at the World Championships and Olympic Games.



20

Winning the PGA Championship in 2010, who was the first 

German to win a majors tournament in golf since Bernhard

 Langer won the Masters in 1993? In 2011 he has also 

reached number 1 in the world rankings.

21
What is the largest city in the US not to have a team in all four major team 

sports (MLB, NBA, NFL and NHL)?

22

What trophy, seen right, is the oldest active trophy in 

international sports? The trophy was first awarded in 

1851 and was, from 1870 on and until 1983, won by 

the same team.

23
How long is the duration of the endurance rally held yearly near Le Mans, 

France, one of the oldest races in the world?

24

What sports organization cancelled one of its elite tournaments this February, 

the first time this had happened in 65 years? It was decided because of match 

fixing suspicions.

25
In what computer game did Jumpman first appear, 

later better known as Super-Mario?

26 In what country do the bicycle race Tour de Romandie take place?

27

In 1968, Hans-Gunnar Liljedahl Wall, a Swedish modern pentathlete, was the 

first to be disqualified at the Olympic Games because of performance 

enhancing drugs. What illegal substance was found?

28

Which ballroom dance was introduced to a wider audience by husband-and-

wife Irene and Vernon Castle in 1914? Originally it was danced to ragtime 

music, but today most often big band music is used. Originally a fast dance, 

but today one of the slowest of the standard dances, in contrast to its close 

"relative" Quick Step.

29
She is ranked number one in womens squash, and won the World Open i 

2005, 2006, 2008, 2009 and 2010. Who is this Malaysian squash player?

30
Which country is the footbal club (MŠK) Žilina from, debuting in the UEFA 

Champions League in 2010?

31

Named the Greatest International Bowler of All Time in 

2003, this man was also named the sportsman of the 

century in the Philippines. What is the name or nickname

 of this bowling champion, 6 times winner of the World

 Championships, and mentioned in the Guinness book of

 Records as the holder of the most World Cup victories 

of all time?

32

What board game, similar to Go in design, and allegedly 

invented independently by  Piet Hein and John Forbes 

Nash, is shown in the picture to the right?

33

Which Italian football club was hard hit by the Superga air disaster 4 May 

1949? Almost the entire team, including players and club officials, were killed 

when the plane they were aboard crashed near Superga, Italy.



34

What country do the company Amer sports originate from? Owning brands 

like Atomic, Wilson and Salomon, they are the largest manufacturer of sports 

equipment in the world

35

One of the more curious combinations of olympic golds in different sports, in 

what other sport did Morris Kirksey win the gold in 1920, in addition to the 

one he won in swimming, relay?

36

She won the womens half-pipe snowboard event at the 

Olympic Games in Vancouver in 2010, and has also won

 two gold and two silver medals in superpipe at X-games. 

What is the name of this Australian snowboarder?

37

Which Austrian chess player drew 5-5 in a World Championship match against 

Emanuel Lasker in 1910? He is perhaps the chess player who has come closest 

to becoming a World Chess Champion without succeeding. In the decisive 

game he had a clear winning position, but would ultimately lose. He died of 

pneumonia and starvation in Vienna eight years later.

38

The last two seasons national champions in American college football are both 

from the state of Alabama, which is a fairly small state having 4.6 million 

citizens. Still they have two teams, that are fierce rivals, that each draw an 

attendence of 80-100.000 fans. University of Alabama being one of them, 

what is the name of the other?

39

Under what artistic name did this Senegalese boxer fight? 

His real name was Louis Mbarick Fall, and he became the 

light heavyweight champion of the world in 1922, when he

 knocked out the French champion Georges Carpentier. A 

colorful figure, he used to walk the Champs Elysses with a 

lion, and wearing a tuxedo and a top hat. Losing his title 

the year after he won it, his career dwindled, and in 1925 

he was found shot and killed, 28 years old.

40

What were criminals forced to fight each other as gladiators in ancient Rome 

called? One was equipped with a club and blindfolded, while the other was 

unarmed but able to see normally. Sometimes they both fought with 

blindfolds with two referees (and the audience) giving them directions. The 

audience would sometimes yell the wrong directions (probably mostly) for 

their own amusement.


